This paper presents a microwave imaging algorithm for high-squint airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR), which combines back-projection and spectrum fusion together. Two spectrum center functions are proposed for linear and nonlinear trajectories respectively, which are the main contributions of this paper, and not considered in conventional work for high-squint SAR. For linear trajectory, the whole aperture data is first divided into sub-apertures with equal length, and the sub-aperture data is backprojected to a unified polar coordinate to generate multiple low-resolution sub-images. Then, these sub-images are corrected by an accurate spectrum center function, which is caused by the presence of squint angle. After spectrum center correction, spectrums of these sub-images can be coherently connected in cross-range wavenumber domain, generating the whole aperture spectrum. Next, the full-resolution image can be obtained by cross-range Fourier transform. For nonlinear trajectory, the deviations introduce extra spectrum shift, which degrades the focusing performance. Another spectrum center function is proposed according to angular-variant motion-error model, which helps to perform precise spectrum fusion. The proposed imaging algorithm is called high-squint accelerated factorized back-projection (HS-AFBP), and it helps to improve the focusing precision. Both the simulation and real data experiments validate the effectiveness of the proposed HS-AFBP algorithm. chain for the same dataset, such as multiplication, addition, Fourier transform (FT), and interpolation. Considering both precision and efficiency, various imaging algorithms have been proposed in recent decades with the development of SAR technique. Generally, these algorithms in the literature can be divided into two categories: frequency-and time-domain imaging.
Introduction
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) plays an important role in remote sensing, surveillance, and reconnaissance tasks, due to its all-weather and all-time working capability [1] . As a flexible and potential imaging mode, high-squint SAR usually has a squint angle larger than 50 • , which supports forward-looking observation and provides detailed ground texture and target signatures [2] [3] [4] . Therefore, high-squint SAR has gained increased attention in recent years.
For high-squint SAR imaging, precision and efficiency are two important factors when the imaging algorithm is established. The precision is limited by the coupling effect between range and cross-range dimensions, which is more severe than broadside mode [1, 5] . The coupling effect causes space-variant range cell migration (RCM) and phase terms [6, 7] , which brings a great challenge for the design of imaging method. The efficiency is determined by the number of mathematical calculations during the imaging This paper proposes a high-squint AFBP (HS-AFBP) algorithm, which can be seen as an extension of AFBP in [25] . Two improvements are presented in our work, aiming to achieve accurate sub-image spectrum fusion. After projecting the range-compressed data into the unified polar coordinate, the wavenumber spectrum of individual sub-image can be obtained by inverse FT in the sub-image angular dimension. Then the wavenumber spectrum center is compensated by an accurate correction function, including both linear and nonlinear center components, to eliminate spectrum folding. The nonlinear center component is determined by the sub-aperture position and squint angle, which is the key for precise high-squint SAR focusing. After sub-image spectrum center correction, the unfolded sub-image spectrum is ready to be fused coherently to output the whole aperture spectrum. The high-resolution image can be generated by angular FT finally. The HS-AFBP can also deal with nonlinear trajectory, where the trajectory disturbance is viewed as motion error. The motion error can be compensated pixel by pixel in the sub-image BP stage, but the sub-image spectrum center should be further corrected. A motion-error-induced sub-image spectrum center shift is corrected according to the angular-variant error model. These two sub-image spectrum center correction functions are the main contributions of HS-AFBP, which guarantee the precise fusion of sub-images and the generation of full-resolution image.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The signal model of high-squint SAR is introduced in Section 2. The basic AFBP algorithm is reviewed and its problem for high-squint SAR will be discussed in Section 3. The HS-AFBP is proposed in Section 4 with emphasis on two novel sub-image spectrum correction functions. Simulation and real data experiments are given in Section 5. In addition, this paper is concluded in Section 6. Figure 1 shows the geometry of high-squint SAR, where the aircraft carrying SAR system flies along the linear trajectory in XZ plane and parallel to X-axis, generating a synthetic aperture with length L. The radar position is denoted by (X, 0, H), where H is the flying height. Suppose that target P locates at the illumination area and is indexed by polar coordinate r p , θ p , where the origin of polar coordinate locates at the synthetic aperture center, r p is the slant range from origin to target P, and θ p denotes the squint angle. Then the instantaneous range from radar to target P can be expressed by
Signal Model
For simplicity, let α p = sin θ p , then Equation (1) can be rewritten by
Suppose that a linear frequency modulated signal s t (τ) = rect τ T p · exp j2π f c τ + γτ 2 2 is transmitted at a fixed pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Symbol τ is the fast time, T p denotes the pulse width, f c represents the carrier frequency, and γ corresponds to the chirp rate. Rectangular window function is defined as rect τ T p = 1 |τ| ≤ T p 2 0 |τ| > T p 2 , where | · | means the absolute value. After removing the carrier frequency, the echoed signal can be written as
where ∆t = 2R X; r p , α p c is the time delay, and c is the speed of light. Functions w r (τ) = rect τ−∆t T p and w a (X) = rect X L are the windows in range and along-track dimensions, separately. The scattering amplitude of target P is normalized as 1 for simplicity. After range compression [26] , the signal is given by
where K rc = 4π f c c is the range wavenumber center. Based on the range-compressed signal, time-domain imaging algorithms start to work. Before we introduce the proposed HS-AFBP, a brief review of current AFBP algorithm is presented in next section. 
Review of AFBP
AFBP uses unified polar coordinate and wavenumber spectrum fusion to achieve high-efficiency and high-precision for SAR focusing, which is first proposed in [25] . The range-compressed data is first divided into sub-apertures with equal length l = L/N sub , where N sub is the number of sub-apertures. A unified polar coordinate (r, α) is constructed at the aperture center, as shown in Figure 2 . In contrast to the finer grid in GBP, the unified polar coordinate has coarse angular interval, which is determined by sub-aperture length [23, 24] 
where λ min denotes the minimum wavelength. For sub-aperture BP, the range-compressed data is interpolated (16 times up-sampling in range frequency domain in this paper) and accumulated according to Equation (2) , generating N sub sub-images in the unified polar coordinate. To derive the wavenumber spectrum properties of the sub-image, the impulse response function (IRF) is deduced in the following. The energy of a certain target P located at r p , α p is mainly determined by its neighboring region in angular dimension. So the amplitude of IRF for target P is the integration of s rc (τ, t m ) along the range history R t m ; r p , α in sub-aperture duration. The IRF of target P in the uth sub-image is expressed by
where X ∈ −l 2, l 2 + x u , x u is the sub-aperture center. Substituting s rc (τ, t m ) in Equation (4) into Equation (6) , and ignoring the scattering amplitude, the IRF can be simplified as follows
where ∆R(X; r, α) denotes the difference between R X; r p , α p and R X; r p , α . To derive the analytical expression of IRF, ∆R(X; r, α) is extended into second-order Tayler series as follows ∆R X; r p , α = R X; r p , α p − R X; r p , α
where ∆α = α − α p is the angular interval, X = x + x u , and x ∈ −l 2, l 2 . σ X 3 is the high-order term and has no effect on the IRF. In AFBP, the quadratic term is neglected. The corresponding approximation of quadratic term in Equation (8) is well documented in reference [25] , and is not retold in this paper. Such approximation usually stands true for broadside SAR, but not for the high-squint case, which will be explained in the next section.
Based on the analysis above, the IRF can be further expressed by
where K α and K αu are the angular wavenumber spectrum shape and center, respectively
After variable replacement, the IRF is given by
where ∆K α = K rc · l is the wavenumber width. Obviously, there is a Fourier transform (FT) relationship between K α and α, which yields the sinc shape of angular IRF. By applying inverse Fourier transform (IFT) to sub-image IRF, we can get the sub-image wavenumber spectrum
where A c is the angular center of the unified polar coordinate, and ∆A is the angular width of the unified polar coordinate. The sub-image wavenumber spectrum is determined by the window in Equation (12), and the target P is located at α p by applying FT to Equation (12) in turn. Equation (12) indicates that the sub-image spectrum center is positioned by K αu , which has linear relationship with sub-aperture center x u . In the same, sub-image spectrum shape and width depend on K α , which also varies linearly with x. Since the aperture positions are continuous, the sub-image spectrums can be connected without gaps. In AFBP, sub-image spectrums are corrected in the angular dimension to the corresponding wavenumber center K αu , then connected coherently to form a full-aperture angular wavenumber spectrum. At last, well-focused image can be obtained by applying FT to the full-aperture angular wavenumber spectrum.
Compared to the standard FFBP, AFBP decreases the computation burden by avoiding 2-D interpolation for sub-images fusion, and using FT for focusing. At the same time, AFBP has higher accuracy than FFBP, since the 2-D interpolation error is accumulated in FFBP. Detailed experimental comparison between AFBP and FFBP can be found in [25] . Considering the advantages mentioned above, AFBP is more preferred than FFBP for airborne SAR. In AFBP, the sub-image spectrum center is the key for spectrum fusion and focusing. However, the linear equation in Equation (10) is not accurate enough for high-squint SAR focusing, which will be presented in next section.
The Proposed HS-AFBP Algorithm
In this section, sub-image spectrum center will be analyzed in two aspects: linear trajectory and nonlinear trajectory. For linear trajectory, additional spectrum shift is induced by squint angle. In addition, for nonlinear one, spectrum center component caused by motion error becomes non-negligible.
Linear Trajectory
To derive the accurate IRF in high-squint SAR, Equation (8) is updated as follows
The last term in Equation (13) causes quadratic phase error in BP integration, which is expressed by
It is obvious that the phase error ϕ error is related to angular resolution, squint angle and sub-aperture length. If the phase error can be controlled smaller than π/4, it has no influence for focusing and can be neglected. Substituting ∆α = λ 2l (l is the sub-aperture length) and x = l 2 into Equation (14), one can get α p l ≤ r p 2. For typical airborne SAR parameters, such as α p = 60 • , l = 2 m, and r p = 10 km, this condition can be easily satisfied. Therefore, the quadratic phase term can be neglected, and Equation (13) is rewritten as
And the IRF can be further changed into
For clarify, the angular wavenumber variables now become
It is obvious that Equation (17) is quite different from Equation (10) in broadside mode. In Equation (17), sub-image angular wavenumber K α is related to sub-aperture center and length, which means the sub-image spectrum width varies from each other in high-squint mode, while all sub-images have the same spectrum width in broadside mode. For sub-image spectrum center, K αu becomes a quadratic function of sub-aperture center x u , where the linear part is same as the broadside case in Equation (10), but the quadratic component is an additional shift. The spectrum center K αu increases with the squint angle and aperture length, which means that the nonlinear part cannot be neglected for high-squint and high-resolution imaging mode. Otherwise, spectrum gaps and overlaps will be induced during the following fusion.
Based on Equation (17), the sub-image spectrum can be corrected to its true center, then fused coherently to form a wide spectrum. After such fusion, angular FT can be applied to generate the final high-resolution image.
To clarify the precision of spectrum center in Equation (17), a simulation is presented in the following. The radar and geometry parameters are listed in Table 1 . One target which is not located at the scene center is used to observe the corresponding sub-image wavenumber correction and fusion procedure. The whole aperture is divided into 128 sub-apertures, and each sub-aperture has a length of 3.2 m. Projecting the sub-aperture range-compressed data into the unified polar coordinate as shown in Figure 2 , the corresponding sub-images are generated. By applying cross-range IFT to the sub-images, wavenumber spectrum now is available. Figure 3 presents the spectrum of the first sub-image, where Figure 3a is the original spectrum, Figure 3b is the one after spectrum center correction in AFBP, and Figure 3c is the one corrected by the new spectrum center function in HS-AFBP. For clarity, 2-D spectrum is given in Figure 3 by applying range FT and cross-range IFT to the first sub-image, respectively. In Figure 3a , the original spectrum is ambiguous because the spectrum center is much higher than the angular sampling frequency. Using spectrum center correction function in conventional AFBP, the sub-image spectrum is still not located at the center of angular wavenumber, even spectrum folding occurs, as shown in Figure 3b . This is because that the center correction function in AFBP is not accurate enough and not suitable for high-squint SAR. In Figure 3c , the spectrum center is completely compensated, which demonstrates the precision of Equation (17). Next step is the sub-image spectrum fusion. Figure 4 gives the whole aperture spectrum by fusing 128 sub-image spectrums. Figure 4a is the fusing result obtained by conventional AFBP, whose left and right regions are amplified in Figure 4b ,c, respectively. It is obvious that spectrum gaps and overlaps exist simultaneously in AFBP fusing result. The inaccurate spectrum center correction function in AFBP causes such gaps and overlaps. Figure 4d shows the whole aperture spectrum fused by HS-AFBP. The spectrum gaps and overlaps in AFBP are eliminated, as amplified in Figure 4e ,f, respectively. This means that HS-AFBP can fuse all sub-images precisely using the spectrum center correction function in (17) . The final image of the target is shown in Figure 5 , where (a)-(c) are the AFBP results, and (d)-(f) are obtained by HS-AFBP. Due to the spectrum gaps and overlaps, AFBP cannot focus the target, decreasing the cross-range resolution. On the contrary, HS-AFBP achieves sinc-shaped response functions in both dimensions, which further validates the necessity of accurate spectrum center correction for high-squint SAR. 
Nonlinear Trajectory
In practical environment, trajectory deviations are easily introduced [27] [28] [29] [30] , which is mainly caused by air turbulence, mechanical vibration and navigation error. If the deviations are not considered carefully during the SAR processing, defocusing is inevitable. In the following, HS-AFBP in last sub-section is further extended to deal with the nonlinear trajectory. The trajectory deviations are viewed as motion errors in this work. Without loss of generality, the motion error is model as 2-D space variance by a linear function as follows
where c 0 is a constant, c 1 denotes the range-variant coefficient, and c 2 represents the angular-variant coefficient. This 2-D space-variant motion-error model is accurate enough for common airborne SAR [27] . Therefore, for target P r p , α p , the corresponding motion error is given by
And the instantaneous slant range between the radar and target P now becomes R X; r p , α p = r 2 p + X 2 − 2r p · X · α p + R error X; r p , α p
Based on Equation (20), Equation (8) for nonlinear trajectory is expressed as
Now the IRF for nonlinear case is updated by
The angular wavenumber variables are summarized as follows
Comparing Equations (17) and (23), it can be seen that the motion error causes extra spectrum center shift, which is determined by the angular-variant coefficient c 2 (x u ). The conventional AFBP does not consider the nonlinear trajectory, not to mention the motion-error-induced spectrum center shift. This additional spectrum center shift should be corrected for sub-image spectrum fusion, otherwise, spectrum gaps and overlaps will occur. Such gaps and overlaps will be presented in the following simulation experiment. The angular-variant coefficient can be obtained by polyfitting the angular motion errors in one range cell. Since the range error for every pixel can be calculated in the first-stage BP, high-precision of c 2 (x u ) is guaranteed.
To validate the spectrum center function in Equation (23), a simulation experiment is performed in the following. The parameters in Table 1 are used. A nonlinear trajectory is formed by adding 3-D deviations in Figure 6 , which are extracted from an airborne SAR system. Since the maximum deviation in Figure 6 is much larger than the range cell width, the motion-error-induced spectrum center shift will be very obvious in this simulation. The range error is compensated in the first-stage BP, generating 128 sub-aperture images. Taking the 26th sub-image for example, its original 2-D spectrum is shown in Figure 7a . Without considering the spectrum center shift caused by deviations, i.e., corrected by Equation (17), spectrum in Figure 7b is resulted, which shows that the spectrum center is not compensated completely. In contrast to this, the spectrum is exactly located at zero position after correction by Equation (23), as shown in Figure 7c . This means that the motion-error-induced spectrum center shift cannot be neglected, and Equation (23) is accurate enough for spectrum center correction for nonlinear trajectory. Based on the sub-image spectrums in Figure 7 , the whole aperture spectrum is fused, as shown in Figure 8 , where (a)-(c) are the fused spectrum using Equation (17) , and (d)-(f) are the ones derived by Equation (23) . Without considering the motion-error-induced spectrum center shift, the whole aperture spectrum has many gaps and overlaps between the neighboring sub-image spectrums, as amplified in Figure 8b ,c. Since the aircraft has various trajectories in practice, such spectrum gaps and overlaps will have unpredictable positions if the additional shift is neglected. The angular-variant coefficient is polyfitted according to the 3-D deviations, which is further compensated to generate a full and coherent spectrum, as shown in Figure 8d . From the amplified region in Figure 8e ,f, it can be seen that no spectrum gaps and overlaps exist, which demonstrates the precision of spectrum center correction function in Equation (23) . Applying FT to the full spectrum in Figure 8 , the final image is illustrated in Figure 9 . Figure 9a is the image obtained from the spectrum with gaps and overlaps in Figure 8a , which is seriously blurred. The corresponding range and cross-range profiles are plotted in Figure 8b ,c, respectively, where the range profile is focused, but the cross-range one is blurred. By focusing the full spectrum in Figure 8d , the contour image, range and cross-range profiles are well concentrated, as shown in Figure 9d -f, respectively. This simulation reflects a fact that the motion-error-induced spectrum center shift plays a key role in HS-AFBP for nonlinear trajectory imaging. 
Framework of The Proposed HS-AFBP Algorithm
The flowchart of the proposed HS-AFBP algorithm is presented in Figure 10 , including both linear and nonlinear trajectory cases. As highlighted in Figure 10 , two sub-image spectrum center correction functions, i.e., Equations (17) and (23) , are the main novelties in HS-AFBP. Both the spectrum centers in Equations (17) and (23) are different from the conventional AFBP, which is only suitable for broadside imaging mode. Specifically, Equation (17) contains spectrum center component relating to squint angle, and Equation (23) covers an additional center shift caused by trajectory deviations.
In general, HS-AFBP works in the following five steps: Figure 10 . Flowchart of the proposed HS-AFBP algorithm.
Experimental Results
In this section, two real datasets are used to validate the performance of HS-AFBP. Both datasets have nonlinear trajectories, which is recorded by an onboard inertial measurement unit (IMU). The radar and geometry parameters are listed in Table 2 . The trajectory deviations recorded by IMU is shown in Figure 11 , where the cross-track and height deviations are more obvious than the along-track ones. The whole aperture is divided into 128 sub-apertures with equal length 1.38 m. The range-compressed data is backprojected to the unified polar coordinate, generating 128 low-resolution sub-images. Sub-image spectrum is then obtained by angular IFT. Taking the first sub-image for example, its 2-D spectrum is shown in Figure 12 , where subplot (a) is the original spectrum, (b) and (c) are the ones corrected by AFBP and HS-AFBP, respectively. It is obvious that the sub-image spectrum center is not located at zero in AFBP, while HS-AFBP can completely correct the residual spectrum center. This benefits the following sub-image spectrums fusion processing. HS-AFBP achieves a smooth and continuous whole aperture spectrum by fusing 128 sub-image spectrums. Based on this, final image is generated, which is illustrated in Figure 13 . Figure 13a is the imaging result of AFBP, where some slight blurs exist in comparison with HS-AFBP image in Figure 13b . Since the sub-image spectrums are not shifted to the true positions in AFBP, such blurs are inevitable. To compare the focusing performance more clearly, four local images, as labeled by A, B, C and D in Figure 13a , are extracted and shown in Figure 14 . Local image A locates at the near range, and covers a main road. Local image B contains some man-made point-like targets. Local image C locates at the far range, exhibiting some strong corners of building. Local image D covers an area of crossroad and flat ground. These four local images contain different ground objects and have different signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), which can support an overall and detailed comparison for focusing performance. In each image pair, the left image is obtained by AFBP, while the right one is generated by HS-AFBP. The image entropy values [31, 32] are shown at the title of each image in Figure 14 , where the right images always have smaller entropy values. Now it is more obvious that the left images are less focused than the right ones in Figure 14 , which reflects that the proposed HS-AFBP algorithm outperforms the conventional AFBP in terms of focusing ability. Two point-like targets, circled as T1 and T2, are extracted from Figure 14b ,c, respectively, and their cross-range impulse response functions are plotted in Figure 15 . One can see that HS-AFBP achieves a sinc-shaped cross-range profile, while the main-lobe is widened, and the sidelobe is lifted in AFBP for both targets. The corresponding peak sidelobe ratio (PSLR), integrated sidelobe ratio (ISLR) and resolution [5] of T1 and T2 are summarized in Table 3 , which further demonstrates the focusing advantage of the proposed HS-AFBP algorithm. 
Dataset 2
The trajectory deviations are listed in Figure 16 , where the motion errors are much larger than the ones in dataset 1, since the synthetic aperture time is nearly doubled. The whole aperture is divided into 256 sub-apertures with equal length 1.37 m. The 2-D spectrum of the 53rd sub-image is shown in Figure 17 . From the comparisons in Figure 17 , we can see that the spectrum center is not completely compensated by AFBP, and the spectrum is still folded, as shown in Figure 17b . On the contrary, HS-AFBP presents a spectrum exactly located at center zero, which can be seen from Figure 17c . Based on these compensated spectrums, the fusing result is given in Figure 18 , where the first-row subplots are from AFBP processing, and the second ones are the results of HS-AFBP fusion. Since the squint angle and trajectory deviations are much larger than the dataset 1, the sub-image spectrum gaps and overlaps are much more obvious in dataset 2, as marked in Figure 18b ,c. These spectrum gaps and overlaps are resulted by inaccurate spectrum center function of AFBP, i.e., Equation (10) . By contrast, HS-AFBP generates a much smoother and more continuous spectrum after fusion, which eliminates the gaps and overlaps, as shown in Figure 18e ,f. This reflects a fact that the spectrum center function in HS-AFBP (i.e., Equation (23)) has higher precision than the one in AFBP, supporting accurate sub-image spectrums fusion. The final high-resolution images are presented in Figure 19 . The defocusing in Figure 19a is visually evident, while the whole scene is well concentrated in Figure 19b . For details comparison, four local images, as marked by A, B, C, and D respectively in Figure 19a , are amplified in Figure 20 . In each image pair, the left plot comes from AFBP, and the right one is obtained by HS-AFBP. Figure 20 indicates that the defocusing becomes increasingly obvious when the cross-range position increases. From the entropy value at the title of each local image, the focusing performance is significantly improved by the HS-AFBP algorithm. Since the 4th local image has similar entropy, we extract one point-like target, as circled in Figure 20d , to compare the cross-range profiles, which are given in Figure 21 . The related focusing parameters are listed in Table 4 . Both Figure 21 and Table 4 reveal that the proposed HS-AFBP has focusing advantage over the conventional AFBP. 
Conclusions
HS-AFBP algorithm is proposed in this paper, which is suitable for high-squint SAR mode, and helps to improve the efficiency and precision of the time-domain imaging algorithms. The conventional AFBP is limited to broadside mode, and presents spectrum gaps and overlaps for sub-image fusion, which degrades the focusing quality dramatically. To achieve accurate sub-image fusion, HS-AFBP overcomes the defect of AFBP, and proposes two spectrum center correction functions, which are the main contributions of our work. The first center correction function is caused by the squint angle, and the second one is updated by the motion-error-induced cross-range-variant phase coefficient. These two improved spectrum center correction functions guarantee the precision for sub-images fusion. HS-AFBP supports both linear and nonlinear trajectories. Future work will consider more sophisticated sub-image spectrum correction for advanced SAR system mounted on small and light aircraft, such as multi-rotor drone.
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